Application form for registration of Master's thesis (M. Sc. MS&E)

Only for students who started their studies in the winter semester 2022-23 or later!

The application must be submitted with proof of at least 60 ECTS credits

Details of applicant
Surname, first name: ........................................................................................................
Matriculation number: ....................................................................................................
Email: .............................................................................................................................
Study programme: ..........................................................................................................
Semester of study: ...........................................................................................................
ECTS achieved so far: .....................................................................................................
Signature: .......................................................................................................................

Information on Master's thesis
Title: .................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Details of topic contributor (Themensteller*in) and supervisor of the department and faculty/school
Topic contributors must be qualified examiners as defined by the FPSO

(Surname, first name - topic contributor)  (Surname, first name - supervisor)

(Department and faculty/school)

(Date)  (Signature topic contributor)  (Stamp of the institution)

Date of issue: ...................................................................................................................
(To be entered by the topic contributor)
Final submission deadline: ................................................................................................................
(Max. 6 months’ processing time)

Approval by Examination Board

(Surname, first name) (Date) (Signature)

Assessment of thesis by topic contributor
To be completed by the topic contributor and sent to the examination board after completion of the thesis.

Title of Master’s thesis (only if different):
If the title is changed, a short statement by the topic contributor or supervisor is required to justify the change.

New title: ........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Statement: ........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Final submission date: ......................................................
The required presentation according to FPSO § 46a was successfully completed on:
........................................................................................................................

Grade of final thesis (weighting: 100): .................................................................

Garching,

........................................................................................................................
(Date) (Signature topic contributor) (Stamp of the institution)

Please return the application form (page 1-2) and your assessment by e-mail to the Examination Board M. Sc. Materials Science and Engineering at mscmse@ed.tum.de